
SOFTWARE EVALUATION 

       AGE    CLASS     SCHOOL  

✔ Software  :       Stellarium/VirGO  |     Aladin

✔ Topics  :   

  The sky  |     The stars  |     The Pleiades open cluster  |     The Hubble Sequence

  Confirmation of an apparent  supernova  |     Others: 

your interest on discussed topics:   high    |  medium    |  low   

please list other topics you would like to hear about: 

✔ PC performances (at school)  : 

long waiting times:   yes    |  no    |  comments: 

slow image motion:   yes    |  no    |  comments: 

software crashes:   yes    |  no    |  comments: 

✔ Software evaluation  :

did you like it?   yes    |  no    |  please explain:

 

did you find it useful for studying astronomy?   Yes    |  no    |  please explain: 

did you find it easy    or difficult    ?  |   comments: 
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✔ Use of the interface  :

menu and set of buttons practical?   yes    |  no    |  comments: 

menu and set of buttons clear?   yes    |  no    |  comments: 

menu and set of buttons complete?   yes    |  no    |  comments: 

buttons to add?   Yes    |  no    |  if yes, please list: 

any buttons did you not find useful?   yes    |  no    |  if yes, please list: 

more comments: 

✔ Software on other PCs  :

did you download/install the software on your home PC?   Yes    |  no   

if yes, on which operating system?  Windows    |  Linux    |  Macintosh  

did you find problems with download or installation?  Yes    |  no    |  if yes, please  list:

 

did you find problems using it?   yes    |  no    |  if yes, please list: 

features of the PC on which you installed the software:

CPU: 

RAM: 

chipset video: 

✔ Comments and suggestions  :
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